
Similarly, BSCCL will purchase 2x1OG lP ports from
Marseilles. One is through SMW4 and the other one
through SMWS. Bidder shall note that both the
circuits will not be activated at the same time. BSCCL

will activate each IOG circuit when it will be

required. Service of each activated IOG port will
continue for two years from the date of activation,
but there will be a provision of price revision after
the end of one year of service.

Please provide detailed demark information
cable station side for SMW4 and SMW5"

provide interface hand-off information.

The router interface of BSCCL is configured with the protocol LAN- -
PHY. The deteailed demark information and hand-off information will
be provided once wet segment of SMW4 or SMW5 is activated.
The landing station for SMW4 is Marseillei Landing Station, France.

For SMWS the connection will be at Marseillei lnterXion Data Center

BSCCL will purchase  (four) or more IOG backhaul
service from Tuas CLS to Equinix SG3 separately
including cross-connect to the BSCCL's router at SG3,

Equinix. BSCCL will activate each IOG Backhaul

service based on its requirements. Service of
activated IOG Backhaul service will be

for two years from the date of
ion but after one year of completion the

will be reviewed^

Please provide detailed demark information at
Tuas cable station side and BSCCL router side
at sG3.

Also provide interface hand-off information

router interface of BSCCL is configured with the protocol LAN-

. The deteailed demark information and hand-off information will
provide oxce the wet segment the circuit of SMW4 is activated

duration of contract period for purchasing of
10G lP circuit/Port shall be 2 years effective
the date of the Commissioning of the respective

however price will be reviewed after one

the contract period is for 2 years and
evaluation will be based on the prices

for both year 1 & 2, the provision of
revision within the contract period after

of 1st year should be removed"
is requested to consider the same.

Referred to the clause 6.1 the circuit will be activated for 2 years

from the activation date of a circuit. Referred to the clause 13.5 and

the AnnexureL, Annexure 2 and Annexure 3, the bidder shall qoute

for the first year and second year. Referred to the clause 5.7 if the
is renewed for the second year by BSCCL, the second year

MRC will be automatically replace the first year MRC at the end of
first year duration of the mentioned activated circuit. '

71.2.1.1 As per RFP document clause no 11.2.1.1, there is a

description of measuring RTD for lnternational
lnternet Bandwidth and a table is given for the
commitment RTD.

BSCCL will have SMW4 and SMW5 capacities
till IPT port hence bidder may not be able to
control latencies from Bangladesh. Latencies

are applicable from IPT port. Please confirm.

to the Annexure 4, The bidder shall provide the latency

from the bidder's router port from where the connectivity will
made. BSCCL will add the value mentioned in Annexure 4 to

comply the tables mentioned in clause 7L.2.1.7,
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5 RFP Ll" Ll.2.2.L The average monthly packet loss to the last hop

router in any PoP ofthe successful bidder shall be

less than 0.3%, measured from the lP gateway router
port of BSCCL Equinix PoP. Packet Loss shall be

measured by computing the percent loss of one

thousand (1000) pings (with acknowledgment for
each previous packet received) of sixty-four (64)

bWes each.

Packet loss SLA can be provided from bidder's
IPT port only. Transmission media from
Bangladesh to IP Port is under BSCCL control.
Please consider the same.

okay

6 RFP 72 tl"2.4.1, Services shall be provided at a guaranteed level
(except for the planned maintenance). ln the
event that service level falls below guaranteed level

due to lnternational Backhaul, lP PoP, Transmission

Equipment, Latency etc. the following compensation

shall be payable to BSCCL:

Uptime will be only for lP port availability.

Please confirm. Transmission media will be

under BSCCL control.
For backhaul between Tuas and SG3, uptime
will be 99%. Request you to consider the
same.

UPtime will be for lP port availability alone.

For Tuas and SG3 backhaul referred to the claue 11.2.4.1 the uptime
shall be 99.97%.

7 RFP 12 1,1,.2.4.3 The planned maintenance should not exceed once

in a quader and maximum allowable outage due to
the planned outage is 0.45% of total hours in any
quarter (3.24 hours). Any planned outage

beyond 0.45% shall be considered as

unavailability for the purpose of calculating service

unavailabilitv credits.

Planned maitenance will based on
requirement and it might be up 6 to 8 hrs

some time. Please consider the same and

change the clause accordingly. Number of
planned activities might be more than L per

quarter hence please change the clause

accordinelv.

Ihe maintenance window can have the duration of 8 hours but the
total allowable outage will be 3.24 hour during the maintenance as

mentioned in clause 1,1,.2.4.3

8 RFP 13 1]..2.4.10 ln order to protect from DDoS atack mitigation, the
bidder have to allow remote Black holing of
malicious lP addresses (any between /24to /321
through BGP announcements from BSCCL end. Blacl

holing can be done based on community or separate

black-hole BGP peering

Minimum /24 and above (/23, /22, /27 etc)
only can be advertised over internet. This is

defined by internet industry hence please

change this clause accordingly.

less or equal /24 will be advertise over internet but there should have

an option of Black haul BGP annoucement for malicious lP address

between 130 to /32

9 RFP L3 12.1, The bidder, in the bid, shall indicate clearlythe
lead-time to establish the service after work order
is issued to them, which should not be more than
2 (two) weeks after issuance of Work Order or after
signing of the service order form

Please consider 90 days from the date of PO BSCCL will not provide any PO. For successful bidder BSCCL will issue

Notification of Award (NOA). After contract is signed BSCCL will sign

the service order form for every circuit activation. The successful

bidder has to comply with the clause 12.1 regarding activation of the
circuit after signing of the service order form.

10 RFP 13 14.7 BSCCL will pay recurring charges quarterly on post-

paid basis.

Payment terms need to be Monthly Advance. The bidder have to comply with the mentioned clause

wv @ v



11 RFP t4 !7 "3 Upon completion of financial evaluation the
evaluation committee will determine the'Evaluated
Price'for each responsive bid. Bidders shall note that
the'Evaluated Price' may not be the same as the
'Quoted Price'.

Please specifo the methodology to be used by

BSCCL to determine the "Evaluated Price""

The process for determining the evaluated price has been mentioned

in annexure L, annexure 2 and annexure 3. For evalution process

please go through the cluase 17. lf there is any arithmetical error in

the submitted/qouted price of a bidder, BSCCL will consider

evaluated price which will be free of arithmetical errors.

t2 REP 2 4"2 The position of the bidder offering the lP transit
service shall be within the first 15 of Asia for
Singapore and first 15 of Europe for Marseilles in the
ranking of Rensys published for November, 201"9

Request to consider the ranking mentioned in

https://asrank.caida.org
Please follow the bid document

13 REP 13 13.2 and

14.5

13.2 The bidder shall quote VAT and Tax payable in

Bangladesh as mentioned in the tables of clause 3.10.

and as per clause 12.5. any applicable tax and duties
payable at the bidder's country from where the
service will be provided by the bidder, shall be borne

by the bidder.

14.5 BSCCL will deduct applicable VAT & Taxes at
source (TDS) as per Bangladeshi laws and credits
(BSCCL will deduct 7.5% VAT and 7.5% TAX). BSCCL

will pay the bills within 30 working days from the
date of issuing the bill.

1. Regardingthese clauses, we have not donw

this in any country or with any customer.

Having said that we are exploring internally.
How should VAT and Tax to be named in my

invoice? Will we be able to collect back the
amount? We would like to collect what we
billed.

1. Please go through the Clause 14.1 where it is clearly mentioned.

,J,4
REP ls there any BAFO round after this round of

submission

Please go though the cluase 17 for evaluation process. For selecting

second and third successful bidder there may have an option of BAFO

for the selected bidders as mentioned in that section.

15 REP Request to provide editable version Reply to all the queries received within the stipulated date and time

will be mailed to all prospective bidders. Also, it will be uploaded into

the BSCCL website www.bsccl.com

L6 REP Request to postpond the due date by 1 week

and extend it to 7th Feb 2020

Please be informed the last date of bid submission is 17th February

2020 at 12:00 BST (UTC+6)
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